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Motivation: the obesity ‘epidemic’

 Trends in obesity  
– BMI=weight in kg/height in meters squared and WHO recommendations : BMI 

≥30: obesity; BMI ≥25: overweight.  
– France, 1991: about 6,5% adults obese; France, 2002: about 11,5%.
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Motivation: the role of fat.

 Trends in the structure of calorie intake: France, 1780-2000
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The WHO recommends that the share of fat in total calorie intake 
be in range 15 - 30% of total energy vs. 40 - 45% observed.



Fat policies

 The `consumer sovereignty' argument   : “Consumers are free to 
substitute standard food items for their reduced-fat counterparts” (the 
industry)...

– but the information provided by the industry is often incomplete and unreliable 
(Mojduszka and Caswell, 2000)

– and consumers do not always read or understand correctly the nutrition panel 
facts (Grunert and Wills, 2007).

 Mandatory labelling? Clear fat-content labels may be beneficial to 
consumers, in terms of risk perceptions.

– Labels can be effective at reducing the consumption or sales of some high-fat
products (Mathios, 2000; Teisl et al., 2001; Kiesel and Villas-Boas, 2010)

– but do all consumers like fat content labels?



Fat-content labels 



Fat policies

 The `consumer sovereignty' argument   : “Consumers are free to 
substitute standard food items for their reduced-fat counterparts” (the 
industry)...

– but the information provided by the industry is often incomplete and unreliable 
(Mojduszka and Caswell, 2000)

– and consumers do not always read or understand correctly the nutrition panel 
facts (Grunert and Wills, 2007).

 The Fat Tax: an alternative? Taxing fatty products may also make 
consumers move to low-fat products

– The substitutions between food products may largely limit the impact of a fat tax 
(Caraher, 2005, Mytton, 2007, Chouinard et al.,2007 and Allais et al., 2010)

– Taking into account firms' strategic pricing is a key issue: Griffith et al. (2010) and 
Bonnet and Requillard (2011a, 2011b).



Some questions

 What is the consumer WTP for a fat-content label?  

 What would be the respective impact of a mandatory labeling policy 
and a fat tax policy?

– in terms of consumer behavior (fat purchases, welfare variations)
– in terms of firms reactions: pricing strategies



How do we do this?

 We analyze the market of dessert yogurts and fromages blancs,
where products are highly differentiated and substitutes. 

 To disentangle preferences for fat from the preferences for labels, we 
exploit a "natural" variation in legal labeling rules for this market.  

 We use scanner data disaggregated at the product and household 
levels to estimate a Mixed Multinomial Logit model, with a control 
function approach to price and labels endogeneity.

 We compute firms' profit maximizing response to each policy, as in 
Berry et al (1995, 2004), Nevo (2001) - simple marginalization.    



Agenda

1. Data (market, products, households)

2. Empirical modeling 

3. Estimation results & Policy simulations 



Data

 Scanner data from the TNS/Kantar 
WorldPanel survey collected in 2007

– representative of French households 
expenditures on food-at-home.

– information on each purchase made in 
2007: quantity, expenditure, plus a number 
of product characteristics.

– 13380 households for about 5,500,000 
purchases.

 Fromage blanc : it is a style of fresh 
cheese, that has the consistency of 
a sour cream (a bit thicker than 
yogurts).



Data: the market
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Data: a ‘discontinuity’ in labeling legal requirements 

 To identify consumer preferences for labels, we need exogenous 
variations in labeling between product categories, and between levels 
of fat. 

 Mandatory labeling for fromages blancs since 1988 => producers can 
not choose not to label when the fat content is high, which is what 
they do for yogurts.  

 The group of fromages blancs will act as a ‘control group’.



Data: a ‘discontinuity’ in labeling rules 
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Data: the relevant market



Data: the relevant market

 Fromages blancs and dessert yogurts have similar culinary uses: they 
are often eaten as desserts, often accompanied with fruits, marmalade 
or honey.

 6.3% of those households who consumed fromages blancs in a 4-
weeks period also purchased standard yogurts, while only 5.4% 
purchased dessert yogurts.

 AI demand-system on the budget shares of each of the three groups in 
the yearly household budget for yogurts and fromages blancs.



Data: the relevant market



Data: product attributes



Data: household characteristics



Data: the market



Econometric modeling

1. Estimate a mixed multinomial logit model of demand to identify 
consumer tastes ex post

2. Use a structural model of Nash-Bertrand competition for the supply 
side: identification of the unit costs

3. Use the first-order condition of the firms’ profit maximization program 
for ex ante policy simulations



Econometric modeling: MMLM

Price and label endogeneity?



Econometric modeling: Identification issues

 Price endogeneity : some characteristics that are positively valued by 
consumers might have been omitted:

– consumers are ready to pay for them, which may be accounted for by brands 
and distribution channels in setting their prices ⇒ price endogeneity

– the price is instrumented by its past variations 
– IA: price variations are orthogonal to producers' labeling decisions when products 

enter the market, cf. Villas-Boas & Winer (1999).

 Label endogeneity for dessert yogurts, if some unobserved 
characteristics that are valued by consumers are also correlated with 
labeling.  

– Instrument: % Fat 1{dessert yogurts=1}.



Econometric modeling: Identification issues

Dessert yogurts

Fromages blancs

Skimmed Half-skimmed Full fat

MG



Econometric modeling: MMLM + control functions

Cf. Petrin and Train (2000)

Assumption: decompose the error term as follows



Econometric modeling: MMLM + control functions

First stage regressions:

Second stage regressions (MMLM)



Econometric modeling: supply side behaviour

Profit maximisation: structural identification of the unit costs c



Results: estimation results



Results: the household WTP for the labels
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Results: policy simulation

 Fat tax: +5% on the price (offered by the supply-side) for the half-
skimmed products, +10% for the full-fat products. 

 Mandatory labeling: all products must display a fat-content label.



Results: policy simulation
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Conclusion

 Fat content labels have on average a positive value, even if nutrition 
panel facts are already available.  

 However, there is an heterogeneity in the WTP for fat-content labels: it 
is lower for the low-income people, the obese, and the consumers of 
dessert yogurts.  

 A mandatory labeling policy would be less efficient than a fat tax 
policy, essentially because firms have the ability to cut margins on 
dessert yogurts.  

 The simulated impact does not vary so much according the weight 
status of the meal planner: mandatory labeling may even have 
unintended consequences on obese.  




